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WHAT'S INSIDE THIS ISSUE:

COVID-19 has had everyone scrambling to keep children entertained
while quarantined at home, which has also been true for residents of
MVCFS.   With many of their off campus visits postponed for the
foreseeable future, staff have had to come up with fun alternatives
that keep residents entertained while safely on campus.  
 
These activities include fun games such as corn hole, ladderball,
giant yard games, minocular hide and seek, human battleship and
flag football, as well as fun outdoor adventures for Ranch residents
including camping and kayaking.    In addition to keeping everyone
safe, these activities are teaching our residents--and staff alike--
important skills such as resilience, flexibility and adaptability. 
 
Unfortunately, the MVCFS has had to alter or cancel a few of our
famous, fun spring gatherings.   Promotion Ceremony has been
scheduled as a quarantine-safe celebration on the 19th of June,
during which only students who live in houses together will gather,
and Barn Day this spring has been canceled.

Fun isn't canceled

by Jamie Taylor
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MVP NEWS
 

As we move through phase two reopening on our
way to phase three, we must be as vigilant as ever
about maintaining safe distances, covering our faces
when appropriate, and washing/sanitizing hands.
Although some restrictions are loosening up,
recommendations from our public health officials
have not changed regarding personal safety
measures when out in public.
 
Public spaces and open businesses present
opportunities to come into close contact with more
people and people from out of our areas.
Intermingling with people from outside our regular
social circles presents a serious threat to ourselves,
our families and friends, and to those we serve at
Mountain Valley. As we have seen in the news lately,
some folks are letting their guards down, yet the
virus is still present in our communities.

Not out of the woods yet: MVCFS
COVID-19 response update

by Al Petrie

 
 
We all have a responsibility to keep ourselves and our
MVCFS children safe. As of June 4, 2020, due to your
dedication and hard work, there are no confirmed
cases of infection at any of our offices or facilities.
 
Working as a team to care for our clients and their
families, and for each other, we will get through this
together. Thank you! 
 
For any questions or concerns related to COVID-19,
please reach out to Al Petrie (al@mv.email).

Artwork by Shady Creek Classroom

As a result of the ongoing coronavirus crisis and government mandated social distancing orders, in March,
Mountain Valley Schools instituted distance learning for its Ranch classrooms.   While students, who reside on
campus, continue to gather for online classes, Ranch teachers instruct via video conference from their homes. 
 
Teachers and students alike have had the challenge and opportunity of adjusting to our new Zoom platform. 
Teachers provide one virtual group lesson every day and meet individually with students via video conference for
the rest of the school day, while Mental Health Workers and classroom aides help with independent study.  School
staff have increased from fortnightly to weekly staff meetings to discuss successes and improvements to distance
learning, and professional development days are being provided on the same platform to further expand teachers’
understanding of it. 
 
“It has been wonderful to see how well the kids have adapted to the virtual classroom and really showcases their
resilience during this time,” says principal Ruth Zilch.

Mountain Valley Schools begin distance learning

by Jamie Taylor



 
Greetings colleagues, students and friends of MVCFS, 
 
This is perhaps one of the most challenging periods in my lifetime and in
the history of Mountain Valley.  The pandemic itself and the implications
that has had on all of our senses of safety, wellbeing and normalcy has
been unreal.   The stay at home orders, business closures,
unemployment of 40 million Americans all took hold within a very short
time-period.   Across the nation school closures have impacted our
children in every age group and have changed our daily routines in
unforeseen ways.
 
We adjust, persevere and ultimately adapt to the changes and keep
moving forward.   As we all began to adjust and to begin again to see
some lightening of restrictions and some opening up of our
communities, another crisis: George Floyd’s horrifying death, in the
street, broad daylight, surrounded by bystanders who try to assist but
to no avail.   The video shows four police involved in the incident but
despite his cries for help and that of bystanders, they do not help him. 
Four days go by and no charges, no arrests… Protests start locally and
spread nationally and then throughout the world.   Soon, infiltrated by a
criminal element, protests turn destructive, and violence, arson and
looting soon overshadow the protests.    Despite the distractions and
riots, we are moved by the peaceful demonstration of thousands of
protesters of all races together standing up for equality and calling out
racial injustice.
 
I feel sure that Black men and women experience American society
much differently than I do.   I am aware that I cannot fully understand
how it feels to experience racial injustice and discrimination as part of
daily life.  I try to understand and relate, but I will never truly be able to
understand the fear, frustration and anger of those who experience it
regularly.   I am sorry that some mothers and fathers have to worry so
much for the safety of their sons and daughters.   I am sorry that you
have to worry about your kids just walking down the street and whether
or not they will be safe.  That is shameful and unfair.  
 
Racism and all forms of social injustice are an outrage; we cannot ignore
them or support them.   What we can do is support change within our
communities, government, and law enforcement, stand together,
support one another, and hope and pray for change within our society,
our communities, government, law enforcement, generation and
humanity.  
 
(Continued on next page.)
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We, at Mountain Valley, are comprised of all races and colors, and we
are proud of it and understand that some of us are more affected by
these events than others.  We are concerned about how these crises are
impacting you, your families and the children and families that we
serve.  If you are struggling and need support please reach out.  We are
here to listen and support you in any way we can.  
 
I am so glad that we have such a diverse group of individuals working at
Mountain Valley and so blessed to have that diversity represented at
every level in our agency.  Because of this diversity, I am confident that
we can rise to any occasion and overcome any obstacle as a team,
organization, and family. 
 
In closing I want to encourage you to stay strong in the face of all this
chaos and uncertainty.   Focus on the things that you can control and
keep your faith strong for the things you cannot.   We can make a
positive difference through our actions every day.   Lean on each other
for support and speak to someone about how you feel.   Our kids need
your support during this time and our continued optimism for the future.
 
Dan Petrie, CEO
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"A garden is a grand

teacher. It teaches patience

and careful watchfulness; it

teaches industry and thrift;

above all it teaches entire

trust." 

— Gertrude Jekyll 

Wood and Garden: Notes and

Thoughts, Practical and

Critical,  of a Working

Amateur ,  Cambridge

University Press (2011)

 

 

Quote and photos provided

by Irna Fowler.
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Spring gardening at the Ranch
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Resident E.S. - Grad in the Class of 2020
 

 
by Bill Chapman
 
E.S. arrived at MVCFS in February 2017 and initially was
assigned to Northpoint Academy and then started to attend
school at Mountain Valley.  In the Shady Creek Classroom,
he has blossomed into an excellent student and a solid
human being.  In the classroom he has developed into a
leader with amazing self-confidence.  He will earn his high
school diploma on June 5, 2020.  
 
In addition to his school work, he is also enrolled in
Independent Living Program and  White Flag Social (Twin
Cities Church).  We are ecstatic that he is enrolled in Yuba
College for the fall semester.   Please take a few minutes to
congratulate E.S. on all of his accomplishments as he
prepares to spread his wings and fly on June 10th.

 
by Bill Chapman
 
T.M.  arrived at MVCFS in February 2018 and Lima House
became his new Ranch home.   He initially attended school
at Redwood house where he regained his footing and his
attendance was nearly perfect.   T.M. transferred to the
Shady Creek Classroom in February 2019, where he quickly
became a leader and accelerated to the head of the class. 
He remains on target to earn a diploma in 2021.
 
I am proud to announce that T.M. became a MVCFS Stage
Program Mentor in May when he successfully completed his
solo Mentor hike.  T.M. credits his focus on his personal
goals, including college and music, as his motivation.   He
also uses his coping skills very effectively, sometimes
writing as many as 100 pages per week in his
journal.  Congratulations T.M.!

Congratulations
 

Resident T.M. - Mountain Valley Mentor

Artwork inspired
by Homer's  The 
Odyssey, from 
Redwood
classroom. 
Top to drawings 
by resident J.C.
and bottom 
drawing by 
resident T.T.

Ceramic art
pieces made by
former residents .


